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BORIS VAN DER VORST
Real governance reform
Restored trust of boxers and fans
Financial sustainability
AIBA that inspires

A CLEAN BREAK FOR WORLD BOXING

DEAR COLLEAGUES AND FRIENDS,
I am honored to share my Program for the Presidency of AIBA with all of you.
I am grateful to you for helping me shape it with your input during our meetings
over the past months.
On the following pages, you will find my vision for the future of AIBA and boxing,
as well as my values and recommendations how to support this vision.
I submit it for your consideration with confidence in our cooperation to achieve
A Clean Break for World Boxing and lead AIBA back into the family of trusted
International Olympic Sports Federations.
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A CLEAN BREAK FOR WORLD BOXING
“I grew up in a boxing family. My grandfather was a boxer and
my uncle used to run a boxing school in Utrecht, the Netherlands.
I spent countless days in that gym and fell in love with the atmosphere.
Boxing has given me an enormous amount of joy and gratification.
In addition, it has given me the necessary skills to succeed as an
entrepreneur and sports administrator.”

Boris van der Vorst
Date of Birth
Residence
Marital status

February 18, 1972
Bunnik, the Netherlands
Married, three daughters

 assionate and transformative sports administrator, successful healthcare entrepreneur,
P
boxer and football player at national level.
Sports Administration
Since 2016
Chair of European Boxing Confederation Passion for Boxing Commission
	Presented with 2018 EUBC President’s Award ‘For outstanding performance
and enduring efforts promoting the boxing sport all over the world’.
Since 2014 	President of Dutch Boxing Federation
	Developed and implemented policies, aimed at high-performance as well
as recreational boxing development, image restoration, financial stability,
innovation, and strengthening relationships with NOC, EUBC, AIBA and other
NF’s. Increased NF gym memberships by 50% and individual memberships by
300%. First Olympic boxing medal won by a Dutch boxer in 24 years (Rio 2016).
Since 2008

Board Member of Dutch Boxing Federation

Professional Career
Since 2009
Founder, co-owner and CEO of FysioHolland
	A personal physiotherapeutic practice that grew into a national healthcare
industry leader. Continuously expanding, innovative company with over
100 locations, 500 employees, and EUR 25 million annual turnover.
Since 2009
Co-owner of TriageExpert
	HR software development and advisory services provider that supports,
directly and indirectly, hundreds of organizations and hundreds of thousands
of employees in the healthcare industry with effective high-tech solutions.
Since 2009
Co-owner of De Betere Plek
Real estate investments
Since 2005
Founder and co-owner of TopDoc
Healthcare solutions provider
2001 - 2009	Owner of WorkWell
HR advisory company, providing services for KLM HS, Randstad, and
Ministry of Finance of the Netherlands among others.
Education
Since 2019
Nordic International Leadership Education Program
1997
University of Utrecht, Master’s Degree in Literature
1997
HU University of Applied Sciences Utrecht, Bachelor Degree in Physiotherapy
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AIBA NOW
We all know that our sport is in serious trouble. The President of AIBA had to step down under a cloud
of allegations. After many scandals and following numerous calls for fundamental changes, the IOC has
conducted its own analysis of AIBA’s situation and determined the following areas of extreme concern
in its Inquiry Committee Report:
   Basic governance, renewal of leadership, ethics, conflicts of interest and due diligence
   Sport integrity, management of refereeing and judging, and anti-doping
   Financial management, and overindebtedness
On June 26, 2019, the IOC Session voted to suspend the recognition of AIBA as Olympic International
Federation. This decision effectively took away the right of AIBA to be in charge of as well as to receive
any benefits from the Tokyo 2020 Olympic Boxing Competition.
The issues highlighted in the IOC IC Report must be tackled decisively and professionally, especially
considering that the current and former leadership of AIBA has not ensured our independence from
IOC financing.
National Federations must keep in mind that NOC and government financing depends on IOC recognition
of its international governing body as well as the Olympic status of the sport.
To put it in boxing terms, AIBA has had several eight counts, spent much of the bout on
the ropes with only one round remaining to turn things around to accomplish victory.
For far too long, we have been told that our leadership is working extremely hard to resolve AIBA’s
issues, that reforms are underway and that all debts will soon disappear. Now, more than a year after
the release of the damning Inquiry Committee Report, IOC continues to be ‘very worried’ about the
lack of progress.
As Albert Einstein said: “We cannot solve our problems with the same thinking we used when
we created them.”
Those responsible for the current situation cannot lead AIBA back to the family of trusted International
Federations, unless we intend to continue the bout with the same tactical plan that got us knocked
down in the previous rounds.

It is time for a complete
change of leadership,
management and culture
within our sport.
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MY VISION FOR AIBA

“I envision a rejuvenated,
sustainable organization
that facilitates fair and
inclusive participation
for boxers of all levels
across the globe!
I believe that AIBA can
become a trusted and
respected partner to
National and Continental
Federations, to the
Olympic Movement,
and its stakeholders.”
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MY VALUES
In difficult times, everyone needs orientation. The more there is ambiguity and uncertainty, the more
important it becomes for any community to share a set of values that define common ground. Aristotle,
the ancient admirer of combat sports, declared: “Well begun is half done”.
Therefore, I would like to begin the journey of rebuilding AIBA by communicating a set of values that my
presidency will be guided by and that we can all embrace to lay the foundation for a change of culture.

HONESTY
Honesty, an element of integrity, must be implanted in the core of AIBA and all our National
Federations. Everyone must be truthful about the past, admitting the mistakes, as well as
about the risks and opportunities of the present situation. Without honesty, there is no secure
future for boxing.

RESPECT
Respect is one of the three Olympic values that implies high regard for all people involved in
the sport, as well as for the regulatory obligations. It is rooted in the belief that all stakeholders
are important, starting with the athletes. The most essential expression of respect towards the
athletes is unbiased and competent judging.

EXCELLENCE
Excellence, another Olympic value, is not a single notable act, but a habit of constant learning,
setting and meeting quality standards, offering diligent consideration to any decision, as well
as giving the best professional effort in all actions. In most cases, embracing the sport of boxing
with excellence will be about accomplishing the operational tasks efficiently, implementing
proven solutions and practices that are already widely available, even closely following the lead
of other organizations, like the IOC.

INCLUSIVENESS
We must not allow any kind of discrimination and nurture equality. Promoting a culture of openness
and friendship to drive up the popularity of our sport and inspire more people to take up boxing.

TEAMWORK
Teamwork is paramount to overcoming complex challenges and will be key in AIBA’s recovery.
Nevertheless, National Federations cannot be ordered to unite, having been cheated and neglected
in the past. I will engage and listen to the voices of National Federations. I am certain that we
can reach a state of togetherness soon by promoting honesty, respect, equality and dedicated
professional effort!
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MY PLAN
In the course of the coming year, we must set the foundation for a
new organizational culture, relaunch our sport and achieve reinstatement
as an IOC-recognized Summer Olympic International Federation.
I put forward a concrete plan to ensure a Clean Break for world Boxing:

1. Conduct a real governance reform



Develop and approve new, truly reformative statutes
	I hope that National Federations will be allowed to put forward and pass a series of amendments
to the proposed Constitution at the coming AIBA Congress. We need that to ensure that this
Constitution will provide for a complete change of leadership. This essential document, which
I do not find reformative enough in its current version, must ensure effective management
and raise the ethical standards, as it was indicated by National Federations and in line with
the ASOIF criteria for good governance. If we cannot achieve this goal in December, I will call
for a new virtual congress to be held within 4 months in order to approve truly progressive
new Statutes/Constitution.

 Complete a review of AIBA’s ethical standards ensure compliance with new governance
standards
	As indicated in the IOC IC Report, AIBA’s ethics-related policies and processes must be reviewed.
I will ensure that National Federations have the largest say in determining the positions of
AIBA Ethics and Disciplinary Commission Chairs. With assistance of independent experts,
we will openly resolve all outstanding conflicts of interest and approve due diligence practices
in financial and administrative domains.

 Develop a Strategic Plan for AIBA and approve it by National Federations
	 The environment in which international federations operate is becoming increasingly complex.
	To thrive, boxing needs a clear strategic direction, shared and vastly supported by National
Federations of all continents. Together, we will develop and implement a comprehensive
Strategic Plan based on integrity, respect and inclusiveness, with key performance indicators
and control mechanisms in place to ensure steady recovery of our sport across the globe.
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2. Restore trust of boxers and fans



Combat sport manipulation relentlessly
	Our boxers expect more from the sport governing body and its leaders. I will make fair bouts
the absolute priority for everyone: from AIBA leadership to boxing clubs of all corners of the
world. We will initially follow the lead of the IOC Boxing Taskforce and adopt the transparent
and independent system of appointments of officials to competitions. We will also install control
mechanisms and communicate zero tolerance for unethical conduct of officials and NF
representatives. I guarantee transparency and consistency when it comes to the evaluation of
officials’ performance and application of sanctions. On the other hand, I will ensure transparent
encouragement of good performance of officials with incentives at each major competition.
	We will work on developing a more detailed definition of our bout scoring criteria and ensure
equivalence of application through widely available courses (including online).
	We will restart AIBA’s development programs and encourage joint courses for coaches and
officials to improve understanding. I will rely heavily on new technology in the times of pandemic
to speed up the development of all regions.
	Finally, I will propose that R&J and T&R Commission Chairs are elected by National Federations,
not appointed. Candidates for these important positions will be required to put forward plans
to protect our sport integrity and develop officials.

 Restore adequate Antidoping operations
	As a matter of priority, we will urgently resolve all outstanding anti-doping issues in regards
to the agreement with the International Testing Agency. This is another important step towards
integrity and reinstatement with the Olympic Movement.


Form a professional and flexible management team
	AIBA’s key positions (ED or GS, Sport Director and NF Relations Manager) should be filled
by top sports management professionals via open hiring policies. At the same time, I favor a
flexible HR approach, where many AIBA roles are outsourced to capable individuals around
the world (representatives of NFs with no conflicts of interest). The goal is to engage the best
talent available to AIBA and reduce employee turnover, which was a huge problem in the past
and contributed to AIBA’s indebtedness.



Implement a digital sport management platform
	We will expedite the digitalization of AIBA that will make AIBA more effective, ensure openness,
accessibility and ultimately allow to provide better service to its members, starting with our boxers!
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3. Ensure financial sustainability

 Guarantee the fulfillment of AIBA’s main financial obligations
	Resolving AIBA’s financial issues requires a sensible and sustainable approach of top management, not a onetime payment from unspecified sources. National Federations should not believe
promises of quick resolution of this matter, but I will show that finances are not the main
issue for AIBA. My financial experts will work to ensure going concern in the short term and
transparently restructure deals with creditors. Only after the sport integrity and governance
standards will have improved, it will be possible for us to develop a sustainable commercial
strategy and engage potential sponsors.

 Instill financial transparency and forge new professional relationships with creditors
	I will ensure that a budget is drawn up every year with projected income and expenses that are
comprehensive and realistic. National Federations will receive regular audited financial reports
comparing actual figures with the projected ones. Going forward, all loans, joint ventures,
rights transfers or other tenders must be openly examined and approved by the board.
	As I was not involved in concluding deals with Benkons, FCIT, and others, I can speak about
all AIBA’s business matters openly. Current liabilities and litigations will be addressed in full
transparency with National Federations and the IOC. I am convinced that AIBA’s creditors
will positively respond to changes in the management style that I will implement and will be
willing to re-negotiate their agreements openly to allow faster recovery for AIBA. The terms
of the settlements will be both compliant and ethical. Furthermore, creditors will provide
guarantees not to claim any funds originating from the IOC.

 Create additional sustainable revenue sources
	Besides the Olympic funding, AIBA certainly has the potential to develop additional revenues
from media rights, sponsorships, advertisement, licensing and governing fitness/business boxing.
First, AIBA is obliged to facilitate the organization of attractive tournaments and have TV
production and broadcast as a priority. This will lead to increased direct revenues and allow to
engage new longterm commercial partnerships. With this additional income, AIBA will repay its
current debt, recover its financial reserves, and finally start supporting the National Federations.
	In addition, we will begin working directly with the National Federations and Confederations
to develop comprehensive Marketing Strategies to start generating sustainable streams of
income across the globe.
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4. Inspire worldwide development and cultural change in boxing

 Empower and support Confederations and National Federations
	My management team and I will work relentlessly to coordinate efforts and provide practical
assistance to Confederations and National Federations, while promoting their autonomy. I believe
in large uncapped potential of small National Federations and regional associations that have
been ignored by AIBA in the past. Just as I did with boxing clubs in the Netherlands, I plan to
visit and start a productive dialogue with National Federations of AIBA on all continents.
Together, we will find ways to attract more funding in the short-term through grants and aim
to develop commercial strategies to generate sustainable long-term revenue.

 Encourage inclusiveness and gender equality
	I will work to build bridges across borders and cultures, making participation possible at every
level. I will encourage the formation of Regional Development Commissions and facilitate their
work to resolve their specific issues. Equality must be respected and promoted by assigning
representatives of the Women’s and Athletes Commissions into all other standing commissions
to ensure a coordinated development strategy.
	We will promote a culture of openness and friendship to drive up the popularity of our sport
and inspire more people to take up boxing. I know how to develop fitness boxing and business
boxing programs to attract more people into our community.



Improve standards of event management
	Staging a high quality event is showing respect to the athletes, coaches, fans and the sport of
boxing. Events will become one of the top priorities and benchmarks for performance of AIBA,
Confederations and NFs. My team and I will develop, communicate and implement reasonable
event standards for all major events. Calendar will be finally coordinated with National Federations, Confederations and set in stone for a quadrennial period. Event hosts will be assigned at
least 2 years in advance, as it is the case in all other top International Federations. AIBA will
move towards adopting new sustainable business models for its events, where host fees are
considerably reduced to allow more than just a few select countries to host World Championships.
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“I am convinced that once we take
these necessary steps, AIBA will meet
the criteria set by the IOC Inquiry
Committee Report for its reinstatement.
When we are granted the honor and
the privilege to return into the Olympic
Family, we will continue to drive
cultural change within our International
Federation and stand ready to organize
the most fair and successful Olympic
Qualification process for Paris 2024.”
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MY PLEGDE
As your President, I will speak with honesty. I will be open and considerate.
I am determined to draw from my different sources of experience: as a boxer,
as a businessperson, as President of a National Federation, and as Chair of
the European Boxing Confederation Passion for Boxing Commission. I know
how to reform and develop an organization, how to improve its financial position
and care for the people that work together with me.
I also know that there is no silver bullet.
To overcome our difficulties, inclusiveness and teamwork will be of the essence.
I invite all of you, all of you who love our sport and stand firm for the interests
of our athletes, to engage in an open discussion aimed at achieving a clean break
and relaunching world boxing. I know that the World Boxing Family is full of
professionals who strive for excellence, who believe that our sport deserves
more respect, and who stand ready to contribute to practical solutions.
I always look ahead with optimism and determination. I believe it is not too late
to turn things around and we can meet the criteria to lift the suspension of the
recognition by the IOC.
However, the time to make considerate
choices and act decisively is now!
Always in your corner,
Boris van der Vorst
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“It is definitely Time to Rumble!
I am ready to do whatever it takes to
bring AIBA back in the Olympic Family!
And when we get there, let’s reach higher.”

CONNECT WITH BORIS





boris@boxing2020.org
www.boxing2020.org
+31 6 21 63 72 08
facebook.com/worldboxing2020

